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MUV will be open source visual software, based in
Processing 3, for digital music performance artists.
Using a clean, simple, and minimal interface, artists
will be able to create visuals for screens or projectors
that will accompany their live performance without
requiring a secondary computer. By creating software
that does not require a team of trained visual designers
to operate, MUV will allow more musicians to experience
and appreciate the world of live visual art. The software
will read and understand standardized digital instrument
protocols, so that live performers already familiar with
today’s music software can seamlessly use MUV.
In addition to software, MUV’s collateral will include
a print and pdf software manual, infographic poster,
and a handout which describes the work and links
to the website. A responsive website with free Mac
and Windows software download will also be available
as well as social media pages for Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and Vimeo.
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Overview
As open source software coded in Processing,*
Music Unto Visual (MUV) creates a live visual performance
experience for music tech enthusiasts at any level of
expertise. It is especially designed to enable live musicians
to compliment the sound they create with interactive
visuals. Visuals created using MUV will not need a
secondary computer, or a high level of processing power.
The goal of MUV is to reduce or eliminate computer
processor issues that occur when running VJ (visual jockey)
software alongside DJ (disc jockey) software and live music
performance DAWs (digital audio workstations). Both VJ
software, DJ software, and DAW software typically compete
with one another for control over digital instruments and
compete for processing power. Once too much processing
power is consumed by a device, audio and video output
becomes glitchy and distorted, with noticeable jitter and
latency issues that ruin any live performance. By utilizing
an interface that is functionally simpler than any currentstandard VJ software, designed for ease of use alongside
music software, MUV aims to perform optimally with less
processing power than currently available VJ software.
For the most straightforward programming experience,
MUV’s visuals will be created in a two-dimensional
environment. MUV will be coded using the Processing
software and library and exported so that it can run as
a native application for Mac devices, and a native
executable for Windows devices. MUV is intended for
use on personal computers, which are the standard
environment for DJs and Producers.
MUV will be simple enough for a single person to operate.
Non-tech savvy musicians looking for “plug-and-play”
style software will find MUV capable of visualizing their
performances with ease. Musicians who, on the opposing
hand, are familiar with the complexities of digital instrument
programming are also granted freedom to explore and
learn a new interface for a more refined control of live
visual expression.
MUV’s collaterals will include a software application for
Mac and Windows computers, social media pages (for
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Vimeo), a web page,
an informational poster, a handout, and a software manual.
The handout will describe the MUV software and contain
a link to the website so that people witnessing the exhibit
can grab the software right away. The design and branding
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collaterals for MUV will use a retro-futuristic, pro-digital
age aesthetic in order for young musicians to gain strong
attachment to its software and mission. A pro-mechanical,
strictly-digital and future-driven visual language will appeal
to many young digital music creators and performers.
Plus, the retro nature of the design pays homage to the
strict grids, icons, and geometry of “old school” digital
media—notably from Wim Crouwel, Ian Andersen, and
Sol Lewitt—that were considered highly ahead of their
time. The music industry is well known for reference and
homage to past trends, making MUV’s proposed visual style
fitting for today’s night scenes. Raves, speak-easy venues,
night clubs, and digital music concerts all utilize extensive
visual experiences and will benefit from MUV’s proposed
technology and design statement. The project will more
than likely utilize a sans serif typeface for modern readability
in all collateral, and incorporate infographic elements into
its software manual, poster, and handout.

Processing is a known programming interface
that recognizes multiple languages including
Java, JavaScript, and Python and is used by
many artists and designers. The software has
a simple and expansive reference library of
variables for the coding and development of
complex visuals. All Processing documents
have the added benefit of being easily converted
into executable software so that any computer
can run projects developed in Processing
without the need for that computer to have
Processing installed.

*
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Components

Audio Visualizer

MUV will provide live audio visualization, programmable
MIDI mapping, and input-based visualization which together
create a seamless and powerful experience on a display
that is both versatile and easy to learn thanks to a simple
user interface and a library of available live and input-based
visual selections.

An audio visualizer reads and processes live audio and
visualizes it on a display. Today, most music media players
available for desktop and laptop computers have visualizers
built into the software, which play a preset visual form based
on audio output from the music player (see Fig 3, 4, and 5).
Information gathered directly from audio is translated into
on-screen visuals. This information includes the sound of
the audio, the frequency of the sound, and the channel or
speaker that playing the audio (stereo sound plays in two
channels, for example, which can affect what you see on a
display).
Processing has a versatile and powerful audio library
called Minim, which acts as an audio tool for Processing
that unifies several APIs (application programming
interfaces) into a clean set of programmable functions
for reading and playing sound. Using the Minim library,
Processing can easily be programmed to respond and
react to music from a computer’s default microphone, or
an audio source from any audio interface. Most musicians,
producers, and DJs are more than familiar with the technical
setup of their music source from their audio mixer into their
computers using available audio jacks (typically called “linein” or “aux-in” jacks) or external sound interfaces (typically
referred to as “sound cards”). Having this in mind, the
MUV’s intended audience will be familiar with programming
Processing to respond to audio received through an
interface or “line-in.”
MUV will have six to nine unique visualizers that will react
to a computer’s sound output much like existing music
player visualizers. Having at least ten visualizers offers
users of MUV a variety that will allow visual performances
to feel unique. Since MUV will have the functionality of
standard audio visualizers, any user will have access to a
basic background visual. The intended way to use MUV will
be to capture a user playing a digital instrument, though
MUV will also function as a visualizer utilizing any audio
playing from a connected soundcard or “line-in” jack, even if
no digital instruments are connected. This acts as incentive
for users who know nothing about digital instrumentation—
such as a turntablist who does not use software—to achieve
basic functionality from MUV. As these users become
interested in MUV’s more unique features, they may feel
encouraged to learn digital instrumentation and advance the
current of digital music performance in the world today.

Interface
MUV’s user interface will do more than map a user’s MIDI
instruments. The user interface will consist of a navigation
menu at the top of the display that can be closed and
reopened as needed using a computer keyboard hotkey.
Options in this menu will include the ability to select from
your computer’s available displays for MUV’s visuals, the
option to change the aspect ratio of the display, the option
to change the resolution of the display, and the option to
close or quit the software. The interface will also contain
sub-menus for navigation, selection, and modification of
visuals performed on the display.
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Midi Mapping
In addition to running live visuals from an external audio
source, MUV will be a MIDI mapper that reads MIDI
messages sent from digital music controllers and maps
them to an extensive library of preset visual effects.
MIDI is an acronym for a digital signaling protocol (short
for “musical instrument digital interface”) and is used
specifically as a means of translating digital instrument
signals between devices. All digital music devices that
communicate with computers integrate with MIDI protocol
in some way, and MIDI is very familiar to musicians and
producers.
Common MIDI messages that get sent as signals between
devices include information regarding musical notes,
pitches, and on/off toggles. MIDI data does not actually
contain any real sounds, instead MIDI signals only contain
information about the performance of sounds in music. The
most common MIDI hardware device seen is an electronic
keyboard, which uses MIDI to let the keypresses talk to the
“brain” of the keyboard and play the sound based on which
key is pressed and the velocity of that key. Digital audio
workstations talk to your computer almost entirely using
MIDI. By mapping these signals to your computer, your
computer is capable of “learning” messages sent from your
digital instruments to perform any action you’re capable of
programming. It can be compared to how programmers
translate messages from computer keyboards or
game controllers to work for virtually any purpose in an
application.
The simplest way to understand MIDI is to compare it
to other known information-transfer protocols. Computer
keyboards and mice use a protocol called PS/2, integrated
into the hardware, so that your computer can understand
the information sent from those devices. Most game
controllers use an interface device class called HID, also
hardware-integrated. In the very same fashion, musical
instrument devices use the MIDI protocol, so that
computers can auto-detect and understand these devices in
software applications.
There are 3 types of physical structures found on musical
instruments that MUV will use on for receiving MIDI data.
The first, and most common, is a button or pad. This is
found on digital keyboards and drum machines, the most
common MIDI instruments for performance and music
production. Each pad or key on the device is typically set, by
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the instrument’s hardware, to a specific musical note. For
example, the Akai MPKmini, a commonly used MIDI drum
machine for producers, contains sixteen velocity sensitive
pads in a four by four grid. The top left pad corresponds
to the note C3, meaning a musical note of C on the third
octave. The next pad is a C#3, followed by D3, D#3, and so
forth.
Two less-used physical structures found on digital musical
instruments are faders and knobs. A fader is a control slider
on a musical instrument typically used for varying volume
or intensity of sound or light, or gain. On a digital instrument,
a fader contains a range of notes that get re-translated in
software as a range of values, such as 0 to 100 or 0 to 255.
MUV will take advantage of faders as a means for users
to adjust the intensity of their visuals in specified ways,
including opacity, scale, and various transformations.
A knob is functionally the same as a fader in that it
consists of a range of values and can be adjusted. The
main difference between knobs and faders is in the physical
shape. Rather than sliding in a straight line, a knob is a
cylindrical form that twists clockwise and counterclockwise.
Some knobs spin or loop indefinitely, and others have
stoppers on the left and right side.
For programming simplicity, MUV will focus on knobs that
stop when twisted too far to the left or right, which are the
most commonly used knobs for musical performers and
producers. MUV will also focus on pads that are not velocity
sensitive, but rather have a boolean—or on versus off—
functionality when pressed. A notable example of a musical
instrument containing knobs, pads, and sliders is the Livid
ALIAS 8, a MIDI instrument designed for musicians to be
manually programmed for their needs.
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Input Based Visualization
MUV’s MIDI logic will be based on boolean, or yes versus no,
logic. In short, users of MUV software will be able to tell the
software, “If note X is pressed, perform Y,” without having
to write a single line of code. This is effectively how MUV’s
MIDI mapping becomes an input-based visualizer. MUV
will read MIDI button presses, fader movements, and knob
adjustment data, input that data as a stored variable, and
use that variable to perform visual experiences that blend
with MUV’s audio visualizer. The experience of visuals that
blend in time with a user’s inputs allow a user to achieve true
live visual performance. For simplicity and understanding,
these programmable input-based visual experiences will be
referred to as visual effects.
MUV’s visual effects can be selected from an internal
database inside the software. Six of the selectable visual
effects will directly transform the audio visualizer for
a brief period, no longer than two seconds. These six
transformations will be an x-axis scale, y-axis scale, x and
y axis scale, screen shake, bulge, x-axis mirror, and y-axis
mirror. The intensity, duration, and direction (positive
or negative) of the transformations can be set using a
“settings” sub-menu. A seventh selectable visual effect will
hue the audio visualizer a color of the user’s choice. Four
more selectable visual effects will blend an animated vector
pattern on top of the audio visualizer for the user’s selected
duration. The type of blends available to the user will be add,
subtract, and difference. These vector patterns will include a
target, a spiral, a checkerboard, and MUV’s logo.
A user menu that can be minimized or expanded on the
MUV display will translate and perform a digital instrument’s
input. To explain in detail, a “learn” button in this menu will

allow users to literally press any pad, knob, or fader to autotranslate into MUV as a stored input variable. During this
process, MUV will auto-determine if the data received came
from a knob, fader, or button.
If MUV determines that a pad has been pressed, MUV will
ask the user to select from its internal database of visual
effects to perform every time the same pad is pressed. In
this way, a pianist playing live, or musician finger-drumming,
will be triggering a myriad of visual effects as they perform,
bringing the audio visualizer to life.
If MUV determines that a knob or fader has been touched
instead of a pad, MUV will ask the user how they would
like the knob or fader to affect control variables for the
background music visualizer. The difference between a knob
and fader versus a button is that the button is either pressed
or not pressed, whereas a knob or fader stores a value in its
MIDI data, either as a range of notes or as a numeric range.
By translating a fader’s range to a color range, such as a
range of 0 to 255 for red, that fader’s adjustment can directly
adjust that color seen on the live visualizer.
Knobs and faders are used by musicians to control
variances in their sounds. Examples include volume, reverb,
distortion, delay, and echo effects controlled by how far
a knob is rotated clockwise, or how far a fader is pulled
upwards on a controller. MUV will allow any knob or fader
to adjust the hue, saturation, scale, x-position, y-position,
or brightness of the current background visualizer in use.
MUV will also allow the same level of control for any padtriggered visual that is also played on the display. This gives
the user a sharp level of control over the look and feel of
their live visual display.

Testing
During MUV’s development, the software will be tested using
a Denon MC7000 Professional DJ Controller, which is a
club-standard digital DJ instrument. This controller contains
pads, knobs, and faders of varying shapes and sizes, and
follows a current standard for digital DJ controllers seen on
market. MUV will also be tested on an Alesis VI25, which is a
digital keyboard instrument designed specifically for custom
mapping and programming utilizing a protocol called MIDI.
Both controllers exemplify a standard range of digital
instrument functionality for today’s DJs and live producers.
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Collaterals
The print design collaterals for MUV include a print and pdf
manual which documents the setup, installation, and use
of the software. It also includes an infographic poster and a
bi-fold handout promotional specs sheet for advertisement.
The manual sizes at 5 by 8 inches, is downloadable as a
pdf document, and serves as documentation of the setup,
installation, and use of MUV. The poster sizes at 24 by 36
inches and utilizes a strict gridding system, minimal use of
a retro display typeface, and iconographic representations
of electronic music performance equipment to showcase
MUV as software that enforces digital technology and
ease of use. The handout sizes at 8 ⅜ by 10 ⅞ inches,
utilizing a front cover, back cover, and single inner spread
to graphically spec the uses of MUV, thus advertising its
need in the live music performance medium.
For web design collateral, a responsive four-page
website with free Mac and Windows software download
is planned to be live on launch as well as social media
pages for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Vimeo.
The website follows on the design foundations and visual
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language of all print collateral. It restates—in simplified
but memorable visual and text—the specs, infographics,
and software instruction that were successful in the
print collaterals. This brings MUV’s visual language a
sense of complete presentation across the digital and
print spectrum.
All collateral will be branded and unified using a retrofuturistic, science fiction aesthetic. This future-driven
visual language will appeal to many young digital music
creators and performers. This visual style is also fitting
for today’s underground scene: raves, speak-easy venues,
night clubs, and music concerts which all incorporate
extensive visual experience and a reliance on digital
technology. MUV will more than likely utilize a sans serif
typeface for readability of all digital and print collateral,
with the use of a retro-futuristic typeface for display
elements of the poster, handout, website, and software
splash screen. The display type will be used overall in
lesser amounts to avoid issues with readability and
legibility, especially in web and software collaterals.
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Manual

Handout

The software manual will document the setup,
installation, and use of MUV. The at 5 by 8 inch
manual will be downloadable as a pdf document
on the website and will also be available in print.
This is a commonly used “trade book” size available
on the Blurb.com web service as standard copy
print, which is perfect for the needs of a black and
white manual and cost effective for multiple
copies. It will be designed with a single column
of text and space for diagrams and screenshots.
The manual will explain how users can navigate
and select from a bank of included visualizers,
select visuals to be performed by touching pads
or buttons, and how visuals seen on the display
can be modified using knobs and faders. These
processes will be categorized into numbered
sections: 1. Setup and Installation, 2. Visualizer
Setup, 3. MIDI Mapper Setup, 4. Saving Your Preset,
5. Troubleshooting, 6. Special Thanks. Each section
can be navigated to via a contents page. Each section’s
process of understanding will be broken down into
steps, with screenshots of the software seen on at least
every second spread to aid the user’s understanding
of the section. The manual will have a title cover,
a contents page, six sections, and an index. When
design is complete, the manual’s master design file
will be ordered for print via an online service such
as Bookbaby.com or Blurb.com.

The MUV handout will act as a specs sheet and
promotional advertisement. For example, Denon DJ, a pro
audio company, visited Guitar Center in Union Square—a
popular city region in Manhattan, New York—to showcase
new equipment and presented magazine-size promotional
handouts to people in store, published on a luster paper of
relatively heavy weight. The handout, folded in magazine
size (8 ⅜ by 10 ⅞ inches) contains a front cover, a single
spread, and a back cover (see Fig. 14). MUV’s handout will
follow this exact format. The front and back cover of the
handout acts as a banner for MUV. The inner spread will
contain a quick start guide as well as quick tips, pointers,
and information to get the most out of MUV’s software.

Poster
MUV’s wall poster will be a 24 by 36 inch infographic. This
is a standard size that is easy to mount and frame. The
primary influences for the poster’s design will come from a
fusion of the retro-futurism of The Designers Republic and
the strict Swiss style gridding of Wim Crouwel’s typography.
Approximately one fifth or less of the poster’s surface area
should incorporate MUV’s display typeface, with only as
much body copy text as necessary. The goal is that exhibit
visitors will understand, at a glance, exactly how MUV
functions as a visualizer, and the electronic music industry
that MUV caters toward with its retro-futuristic design.

Website
The MUV website’s four pages will be an overview landing
page, an about page, a media page, and a download page.
The landing page will serve as an introduction with a brief
abstract of what MUV is and does as live visual software,
showing examples of its use. The “about” page will go into
detail into what MUV accomplishes on a technical level, as
explained here in the project statement. The "media" page
will contain links for MUV updates on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and Vimeo. as means of sharing software
updates and advertising the software. The website’s
"download" page will contain a link to download the
software, a link to view release notes for future software
updates, and a pdf download of the software manual.
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Handout from Denon
Prime Series workshop
at Guitar Center

I have visual skills in graphic
design, motion graphics animation,
programming, and web design.
I also have audio skills in music
production and as a digital DJ. This
project will utilize my visual, motion
graphics and programming skills,
plus my knowledge of audio software
and audio production will make the
software functional for professional
musicians and music enthusiasts.
My design and web skills will be
utilized for the project collateral.
Previous work that has utilized these
skills include sound-responsive
After Effects exports, visuals in the
Resolume software environment, and
audio-responsive graphics coded in
Processing using the Minim library.
The additional skill needed for the
completion of MUV is the integration,
or manual creation , a unique library
in Processing that will allow MUV to
read and interpret MIDI data similar to
how Processing reads the computer
keyboard and mouse.
My most recent work involving
audio responsive live visuals was for
a September 23rd night party titled
The Gathering of the Planeswalkers. It
was a rave-like event themed after the
video game Magic the Gathering. I was
commissioned to create a web banner
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for their social media and perform
visuals with a colleague. To create an
immersive and interactive night for the
crowd, I asked every DJ performing if
they had an artist logo. I found a dance
tempo music file on my hard drive that
I converted into keyframes in After
Effects. I then created a video loop the
length of a single “phrase” in time—
typically four measures of music—for
each logo, animated using the audio
levels. The audio keyframes, which
tracked decibel levels at every frame in
every channel, altered variables such
as scale, position, and effect blends
of each logo. I then exported each
logo in lossless video format on a
black or green frame. I plugged these
videos into the library of a self-made
composition in Resolume. Resolume
is visual software which stacks videos
on top of one another visually—not
unlike the visual stacking of layers in
Photoshop—in real time. My project
composition in Resolume contained
four layers, each with at least six
videos that could be switched out
interchangeably during live playback.
I used the bottom most layer for a
background, slow-moving video that
looped for every four measures in
music time. The second layer was
used to bank more intensive video

Each character of Parallax’s logotype scales with audio
from a specific frequency range. Coded using the
Processing and Minim libraries.
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loops that contained geometric,
modular elements. The third layer
contained video clips of strictly twodimensional black and white clips that
were used in low opacity as a burn,
dodge, subtraction, or exclusion blend
from the previous two layers. The
fourth and topmost layer contained
clips of animated logos for each DJ,
which were changed as a new DJ
performed on stage. This relates
to MUV in that the layering and
blending of graphics, stacked on top
one another, is what I hope for MUV
to achieve, but in a vector graphics
environment rather than a video
playback environment. This will save
processing power and greatly reduce
the file size of MUV, making it more
readily available and easy to run on
devices.
Prior to this, I ran visuals directly
in Processing on a laptop for my
own summer event, titled Play. This
event took place in Fordham, the
Bronx, organized by Power Button
Entertainment—an organization
co-founded by my colleague John
Rivera and myself, with the mission
of unifying the audio, visual, and
technological worlds. I commissioned
and worked alongside a colleague.
Together we hand coded graphics

Local DJ Madkat’s
logo animated in
Processing.
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utilizing the bass, mid, and treble
frequency ranges of any incoming
sound. Processing would interpret
the decibel levels of those frequency
ranges as independent variables. Thus,
I could project logos on the screen
and animate them in ways that were
controlled by different frequencies of
sound. As an example, when I was
performing as a DJ for the event, my
musician logo was projected on the
screen, divided into three parts. The
scale of the two outer most parts
were influenced by the treble range.
The scale of the inner most part was
influenced by the mid-range. The level
of bass from the sound performed
added white to all three parts, so that
whenever a kick drum or heavy bass
synth was heard in my performance,
the logo would brighten in response. I
have the source for this code, and I am
utilizing it as a reference for MUV.
I am confident in my skills in coding
and performing visual graphics and
I am aware that I will need to find a
library of variables in Processing that
will allow MUV to read and interpret
MIDI data. Thanks to research, I have
found a library titled The MidiBus. I
should be able to produce code that
lets Processing detect a specific note
or range of notes when a button,
knob, or fader is touched on a digital
instrument. There is a built-in system
variable in Processing’s current
reference called “key” which always
contains the most recent keyboard
key that has been pressed by the
user. This is used in conjunction
with an “if” statement in code so that
certain functions can be performed
if a particular key is pressed. MUV
will utilize variables that store recent
MIDI note data rather than keyboard
data. The logic and principle will be the
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same, with the only difference being
the protocol, MIDI, that the software
is reading from.
It is important to realize just how
powerful visual content is today for
markets and why I’m choosing live
visual software as my direction for this
spring’s thesis. An article by HubSpot
Blog has been updated this previous
November noting visual marketing
statistics and trends. In the article,
Mawhinney notes that 74 percent of
social media marketers used visual
assets for their marketing (even more
than blogs and traditional video posts).
The article also sourced a predicted
trend that upwards of 70 percent of
all internet traffic will include some
form of video content. In 2016, we
saw a rise in live video streams by
marketers—about 14 percent of them
utilized live stream services. These
demographics show that visuals are
being used in the internet and in media
as well as in venues and clubs, making
this moment in time a very powerful
one for any industry that utilizes
motion visual assets.
Electronic music is at a powerful
forefront in the music industry in
this decade, and visual content
markets immensely well in club and
festival environments for electronic
dance music. A 2013 article from
Forbes Magazine written by Natalie
Robehmed even shows that Dance/
Electronic was seen to be the fastest
growing genre in terms of tracks sold,
ever. The article also places the VJ as
the major characteristic of electronic
music shows. Forbes does present a
unique problem that has grown in the
club community, though: the lack of
video content licensing. Since most of
today’s industry leading VJ software—
VDMX, Resolume, MadMapper, and

GrandVJ to name a few—rely heavily
on the compositing of pre-recorded
video clips, many artists looking to
entertain a crowd will simply steal
video content from media sites without
license to the content they project to
the crowd.
MUV rectifies this by displaying
visuals with vector graphics rather than
pre-rendered video clips. Vector based
live visuals have had popularity in
media recently. As shown on an article
on web blog Engadget, Microsoft hired
creative studio SuperUber to project
vector based and camera-based
visuals for DJ Alison Wonderland’s
musical performances last year.
Even earlier in the decade, a notable
project by Assembly Ltd called The V
Motion Project used the Processing
environment for audio responsive
visuals and utilized a motion sensing
camera.
Much of this background research
showcases advantages for visuals in
mass media market and corporate
industry environments. With this
relatively recent “boom” in live visual
and live video media, individuals and
small venues now have more access
than ever to tools for projecting
visuals. I see this moment in time
as a valuable opportunity for more
individuals outside of the corporate
scene to have access and appreciation
for the live visual experience. MUV
serves as an extension of this industry
shift, but specifically marketed towards
smaller venues—such as bars, night
clubs, and warehouses—and individual
music performers. MUV caters to
individuals looking to explore a new
craft, which gives MUV an edge over
industry software solutions designed
for experienced artists, programmers,
and teams.

Sound responsive instruments have existed for a long time;
however, the advent of electromagnetically powered musicvisual instruments and digital music-visual interfaces is
relatively recent. The first Color Organ was patented in 1877,
which contained lighted attachments to pipe organs that
would project colored lights onto a screen as wind travelled
through the pipes. Software was not involved in this
instruments’ projected visuals, but the concept of the organ
remains in line with the goal of MUV: the ability to project
visuals in synchronization with a musical performance using
a single musical instrument.
MUV’s audio visualizer will function similarly to that of
commonly seen music visualization in today’s modern
music players on desktop computers. As examples,
iTunes, Windows Media Player, and Groove Music all have
visualizers built into the software that syncs to music
playback live as a current track is heard (Fig 3, 4, and 5). As
stated in the “Expanded Project Statement,” the ability to run
at least nine basic visuals in a similar fashion to common
music players opens the software to a larger userbase
for those who only need audio-playback visualizers and
encourages users to learn more about digital instruments so
they can use MUV’s more complex MIDI features.
My preferred audio visualizer for my personal computer
while listening to tunes is MilkDrop 2 (Fig. 5 and 6). The
MilkDrop 2 visualizer is built into a music player called
Winamp, which functions similarly to Apple Itunes or
Microsoft Windows Media Player. MilkDrop 2 can also be
installed and executed as an application independent of an
audio player. The visualizer’s best features are an extensive
library of presets and the ability to save your own visual
preset by altering colors, speeds, and transformations of
the visuals already pre-loaded. The software is also opensource, meaning anyone can download and view the source
and learn more information about the visuals created
through the process of reverse engineering its code.
Researching visual solutions that have been developed
in Processing has yielded positive results. An influential
project found is titled ProcessingCubes by GitHub user
Samuellapointe. His project was shared on his YouTube
channel KnukN, with a video export of his visual in use.
The project contains three-dimensional cubes and twodimensional vector shapes that travel through a single
tunnel in space. The tunnel starts from the center of the
screen and is projected towards the user as the tunnel
edges reach the corners of the display. Cubes are floating
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inside of the tunnel, travelling slowly
forward in space. The speed at which
the cubes travel is influenced by sound.
Colors of the edges, tunnel walls, and
cube faces are all also influenced
specifically by pre-determined sound
frequency ranges. Sound is pre-loaded
into the Processing sketch using
an audio file inside of a data folder.
This file plays back live to influence
all screen elements. Both the code
and the visuals have high relevance
to the mission of MUV and will be
referenced as a strong influence
for MUV’s visualizers. The project
includes tweakable variables in the
code provided for frequency ranges
that may be assigned independently
to specified colors, which is precisely
what MUV’s integrated visualizer
will use for the animation of vector
graphics based upon specified
frequencies of sound.
Most of today’s industry standard
software integrates a “MIDI Learn”
type of functionality that asks the user
for an input from their installed digital
instrument, determines the assigned
note or range that was played, and
then asks for you to assign a function
to that midi note or range or notes. For
example, a digital musician looking to
assign MIDI functionality to the master
channel of an audio mixer might open
their software, find a “MIDI Learn”
option somewhere in the interface,
engage it, move the largest fader on
their digital controller, and assign that
fader to control the master audio level
of their mix. This type of example can
be executed in seconds in most music
and DJ/VJ software.
Further research shows that other
MIDI mapping software solutions exist
for DJs, digital musicians, and VJs
that do not require the programming
of modifiers, LED mapping, or
advanced functionality to their digital
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instruments. Rather, any MIDI mapping
and modification is drastically
simplified into a user interface that
only asks the user to “MIDI Learn” an
instrument’s button, fader, or knob,
and then literally click an option on
the screen for the software effect. The
options are limited, but the interface
is simple enough to allow a wider
audience of users to understand what
they are doing and use the software
with their instruments much more
quickly. More complex functionality,
such as modifiers and LED feedback,
are pre-programmed into the software.
This means these software packages
require more work from developers to
program support for a wide enough
range of devices out-of-the-box to
satisfy most users. Software that
utilizes these solutions include Ableton
Live, Serato DJ, Resolume, and Grand
VJ.
These four software applications
will act as my influence for the
functionality and appearance of MUV’s
user interface and MIDI mapper.
Since MUV does not require extensive
functionality aside from a simple
“MIDI Learn” function integrated into
the software, MUV will benefit from
utilizing a simple interface with visual
options on the screen for selecting
what a user’s MIDI instrument can
do, and by being pre-programmed to
support a number of MIDI devices at
launch.
Another area of research that I have
found useful for influence for MUV
is video games, which offer direct
interaction—often utilizing music and
sound—between a user and a digital
display. Q Entertainment is a video
game studio that follows a formula of
live music interaction in most of their
game titles. Tetsuya Mizuguchi, who
worked under Sega Games Co., Ltd
before co-founding Q, has a history

of utilizing audio-responsive and
interactive entertainment experiences
through the medium of video gaming.
Mizuguchi’s portfolio of work includes
music games and puzzle games.
One of Mizuguchi’s most well-known
games, ported to more than four
different consoles by Q, is titled Rez.
Rez combines a gaming genre called
“rail shooters” (games in which you
control a playable object that flies on
a scripted course) with a music game.
The game’s engine utilizes a process
called quantization, which in music
refers specifically to the process of
mapping input values to a counted
beat. This means that every action in
the game, from navigating the main
menu to shooting enemies, is done
to a beat counter. Spamming button
presses will effectively result in various
sounds and melodies indistinguishable
from an actual analog music
sequencer, giving a player the
impression that by playing the game,
they are creating music.
A primary source of design influence
comes from the art direction and
methodology of nearly all of Sol
Lewitt’s works. This is because his
focus was heavily placed not on
physical talent or technique, but
instead on generating ideas and
processes that are performed to create
visual pieces. This leaved the art in the
realm of the concept or the idea. His
works are also visually simplistic and
of geometric nature, featuring primary
colors without shades or tones, or
even just black and white. The process
and simplicity of the work from a
conceptual perspective is going to
translate well into the logic of MUV’s
visual process. Some notable works
of Lewitt beautifully demonstrate a
conceptual drawing process on walls
that feel almost mechanical. These
works include Wall Drawing 138, 289

792, and 1247.
In direct relation to MUV’s
programming, the Whitney Museum
has a database of online-only projects
called Artport. Casey Reas, Jared
Tarbell, Robert Hodgin, and William
Ngan created a joint project in the
Artport directory that is directly
influenced by the work and methodogy
of Lewitt. Created in 2004, and
restored in 2016, all of the work is
created in the Processing environment,
with full source referencable. One
thing that these Processing sketches
prove is that when it comes to visually
stunning content on a moving image,
it really helps to have a strong and
simple task drawn continuously for a
large amount of time and with a large
number of elements.
Another design influence for MUV
will come from a personal favorite
design team in an England-based
studio called The Designers Republic
(abbreviated as tDR). They are
influential for their team’s knowledge
and understanding of music and
moving image, and their most loyal
clientele consists of music artists and
video game development teams. In
the 90’s, their most known work was
a retro-futuristic racing series called
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The Designers
Republic “Angry Man”
studio logo

WipEout, licensed by Sony, which was
branded as a future utopia consisting
of made-up consumer brands in a
world that felt like a dance club. This
fit the game well, presenting an image
of a “dangerous” future inspired by
dasnce clubs and night life scenes.
tDR was an important an influential
team from the 80s to the 2000s, with
works in the permanent collections
of MoMA and V&A. They’re also seen
as one of the first design studios to
take responsibility for the full creative
direction of a video game franchise
from story, to aesthetic, to how
gameplay benefits and works with
visual style.
Another integral design influence
comes from select works of
Joseph Müller, who is a very wellknown designer utilizing the Swiss
International Style. What makes
Müller stand out over other designers
in relation to MUV is an incredibly
inspiring series of posters for the
symphony orchestra TonhalleOrchester Zürich or “Zurich Townhall”.
He called the series “Musica viva” and
developed a Constructivist-inspired
visual language of linear and arching
shapes in the posters. This allowed
the posters to correlate to harmonies

Small snippet of tDR’s
Versus Idea Magazine
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of music without the use of musical
iconography.
Of incredibly strong design influence
is my favorite typographer,Wim Crowel.
His strength as a swiss designer
and typographer lies within unique
and driven grid systems that drive
much of the design industry today.
Another shining element of his work
is a unique series of bitmapped, or
pixel-based, fonts of which he is
particularly famous. He is credited as
being the first typographer to produce
a typeface specifically for display on
CRT (cathode ray tube) screens, which
was the old standard screen-type for
displays before the modern LCD/LED.
His typefaces are largely experimental
and emphasize display over readability,
and invoke a sense of technology or
automation.
For influence in projection and
set design, one focus will be toward
the work of visual jockey Gridspace
and his Montreal-based new media
studio of the same name. His website
describes his work as “simple,
evolutive, and participative,” which are
all things MUV aims to be. He uses
science-fiction influenced elements,
dark themes, geometric modularity,
and an emphasis on the interactive.
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A second technical projection and set influence comes
from artist Deadmau5 and his Cube 2.1, which is the name
of the stage he uses for all of his current performances.
The stage consists of 3 sides of a cube, with two of the
sides divided into eight panels each. Each panel contains
an LED screen. The panels can be programmed to move
independently of one another, and much of the graphic
visuals displayed have a heavy emphasis on invoking
machinery and geometry. This unique stage set create
a unique and one of a kind experience for Deadmau5’s
performances.
These influences all showcase a strong visual narrative
inside of grids and primary colors to drive future-driven
ideology while retaining anti-consumerist, music-driven
visual experiences. This “less is more” approach to color,
function, and form will be a major influence for MUV in
software rendering. I propose that MUV utilize only three
colors: variances in red, green, blue, white, and black for
each vector line and shape rendered on the display, without
strong blending of colors in any single rendered screen
element. As software designed for clubs and venues, the
high contrast of a flat RGB color space will have drastic
effect on event goers and tease a retro, science fictional,
and even hallucinogenic narrative.
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Goals
I am a designer and motion graphics artist. I am also a
learning live visuals producer and musician/DJ. This means
that while I aim to become a visual director and developer
for this project, I am also a software consumer in my daily
life. This project is for me, on a personal level, and for the
world. I am solving a world issue that has come about in
my personal life in seeing myself and others struggle to
research solutions for DJing and VJing live simultaneously
on one computer, or VJing during live music performance
without having to pre-produce visuals. As such, I plan to
use and promote MUV as a software solution for my own
personal events and gigs and share it with friends and
colleagues to see if MUV and its collateral can achieve
expansion or support.
I imagine for myself a future where I can bring my laptop
to any bar or venue and run my favorite Digital Audio
Workstation (currently Ableton Live) or my favorite DJ
software (currently Serato DJ) and see MUV on an external
screen or projector that runs seamlessly without me having
to think or even look at it. I see it as a breakthrough to
present professional quality visuals, synced to the music I
perform, without having to commission an external team,
and without having to focus on getting the visuals to look,
feel, or run correctly.
I see, in my long-term future, a career somewhere in the
range of design solutions from the perspective of a gaming
and music development environment. MUV brings me
closer to my long-term goal. It is an opportunity to learn and
grow my professional programming skills and market them
for musical and digital industries. To make that dream a
reality, I must develop my technical skill in programming.
MUV will be an achievement in software development and
in the integration of software and motion graphic design
in production and practice. MUV is not just software. It is
being created by me, and therefore will convey my style
and identity as a brand, using a unique language of visuals
independent of any competing software environments.
I’m creating software driven, in mind body and soul, by the
digital age.
I am not just another end-user influenced by the social and
economic standards of music and tech industries. I have
my own voice and say in where the industry can lead and
am utilizing MUV as an opportunity to have my own hand at
software that could incentivize a new standard of visual and
audio mixing.
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Photo of myself during
a live VJ performance.
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3LAU at TERMINAL
5 NYC, March 2018
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IGLOOFEST Montreal,
Winter, Quebec, 2014.
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Visual performance
for DJ Richie Hawtin
at Stereo Nightclub

Deadmau5 - Cube 2.1
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Deadmau5 x TAIT:
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automation boxes
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Deadmau5 x TAIT
demo footage,
March 10 2017
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March 29 2017
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‘Work Buy Consume
Die™’ Screenprint
485 x 700mm

25

‘Think / Re: Mote’
A3 Litho Print
3 colors

26

LFO - Sheath album
Warp Records
Packaging Design

Wim Crouwel - Typography

27

Vormgevers 1968
poster, 95x64cm
Stedelijk Museum

Kinderspel 1965
Poster, 95×63.5 cm
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Hiroshima 1957
Poster, 88×60 cm
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Sol Lewitt's Wall Drawings
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30

Sol LeWitt: A Wall
Drawing Retrospective:
at MASS MoCA #138

31

Sol LeWitt: A Wall
Drawing Retrospective:
at MASS MoCA #289

32

Sol LeWitt: A Wall
Drawing Retrospective:
at MASS MoCA #1247

Q Entertainment - "Rez" Video Game

33

Rez HD screenshot game ported to Xbox,
PlayStation, and Steam

34

Synesthesia Suit reacts to the game in
real time while worn
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Rez Infinite in VR current-generation
Console Port
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36

The V Motion Project
by production
company Assembly

37

"ProcessingCubes" by
Samuel Lapointe - A
template for forks.

38

Software Structures by
Casey Reas (Whitney
Artport Comission)

Ableton Live (music production) and Resolume (visualizer)

39

Ableton’s MIDI button
highlights regions that
can be programmed.

40

Youtuber Animated Cakes showcases a Novation music
controller programmed to assume functions in software
without having to use mouse or keyboard
29
in Resolume.
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Image Marks

SONOS - speaker company

DENON DJ - professional DJ eqipment

Coldplay - rock band

Resolume - visuals software

Warp Records - Label

Yamaha
music hardware

VDMX
visuals software

Work Marks

MixEmergency - visuals software

Icons

Sennheiser
sound technology
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SERATO DJ
DJ software

Ableton
software company

Sony Vaio - Laptop Manufacturer

Goosebumps - Consultancy

Deadmau5 Helmet - Musician

Mastodon - Band Logotype

IT - Club in Paalaamo

Wiesinger Music Piano Service

Thomson Reuters
mass media firm

Daft Punk
musician helmets

Sol Republic
headphone company

Skrillex
electronic musician

Atari
game company

Play Station
game console
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(typesetting, referencing, updates, etc)

Week 3

Week 2

Apr 12

Week 1

Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15

Week 7

Package

Week 11 Week 10 Sp Break Week 9

Week 8

Final

Wait for Order

40 Copies

Reserve + Print
Wireframe Final
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Vimeo
Physical Install

Web Production

Week 15 Week 14 Week 13

Week 12

Design in InD

Research:
Artistic & programming influences.
Proposal:
Software library research. Grammar check.
Process Book: Develop grid system, initial layout.
Software Alpha: Visualization variables set up in console.
Research:
Update methodology. Find demographics.
Proposal:
Proper reference formatting.
Process Book: Inspiration pages + Initial Type Study.
Software Alpha: Functioning audio debugger screen.
Research:
Print sizing. VJ demographics. Research COMPLETE!
Proposal:
Refine methodology, background, and language.
Process Book: Inspiration update. Second Type Study. Initial Logos.
Software Alpha: Three functioning visualizers in demo state.
Proposal:
General revision and proofreading.
Process Book: Type APPROVED! Second Logos + UI concept.
Software Alpha: Prototype functions on Mac devices. MIDI in console.
Proposal:
Final revisions. Proposal APPROVED!
Process Book: Third Logos, approved Brand Direction. Timeline draft.
Software Alpha: Console reads Buttons, Knobs, Faders. Tweak visualizers.
Process Book: Timeline revision. Logo adjustment. UX map.
Software Beta: Software is standalone. Controller actions are seen on screen.
Installation:
Initial sketches in Cinema 4D with alternatives.
Process Book: Logo APPROVED! Timeline APPROVED! Proofread.
Software Beta: Revised visuals. Proper menus and on-screen credits.
Installation:
Second sketches based on best configuration.
Software Beta: Final Prototype. Send to colleagues for testing phase.
Installation:
Final Revision. Installation Design APPROVED!
Manual:
Word Document Write-up. Mock cover and 2 spreads.
Manual:
3 Mock Covers. Mock of full book. 2 alternative
spreads for type design. Matte print sample.
Handout:
5 Sketches. 3 Mock Front/Back Covers. Mock Spread.
Manual:
Updated full book Mock for review and approval.
Handout:
3 Double-Sided Mock Prints. Matte color sample.
Poster:
4-5 Thorough Sketches. 2 Mocks in InD w/ Lorem Ipsum.
Manual:
Manual APPROVED! Order 2 for Print using Blurb.com.
Handout:
Printed in DOC and APPROVED! Produce 30-40 copies.
Poster:
3 Mocks, Half-scale Tile prints. One full-size Tile Print.
Manual:
Recieved order, proofread and review.
Handout:
Prints produced, proofread and review.
Poster:
One full-size Tile Print, Luster Print Sample via DOC.
Poster:
Half-Size Print, Full Size Tile Print. APPROVED! DOC Reserved.
Website:
Wireframe all tabs in HTML. Sketches of pages in InD.
Social Media: Profile Pictures and Banners for FB, IG, Twitter, Vimeo.
Software:
Prepare FINAL Installation packages (Win, Mac) on Github.
Poster:
Full-Size DOC Print complete. Proofread and review.
Website:
Full site mocked. All links working. Proofread and Review.
Social Media: Video demos, posts, and updates weekly.
Proofreading: General Proofread and Review of all Collaterals.
Installation:
Prepare for physical installation.
Social Media: Promote the upcoming Reception!
Installation:
Begin physical installation.
Social Media: Pictures of the gallery and demos of the Software.
Final Proofread: Final collateral check-over.

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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music unto visual
Retro-Futurist Display Header

Music Unto Visual

Readable & Functional Type Header
Body sample text tktk. Biscias debitae nis idella nos eliquod
iassim que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut ducit, tento
quas re volorro iumqui cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos aut dolori doluptatur,
nonse id et lam raerit exceped que dolenimus.
Body sample text tktk. Biscias
debitae nis idella nos eliquod iassim
que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut
ducit, tento quas re volorro iumqui
cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos

aut dolori doluptatur, nonse id et lam
raerit exceped que dolenimus. Re
voluptam in eos doluptatio. Nequam
que conescimaio cus nus im. Ant
eost quunt liquaerum as el et essum
dolest ommolupti sitatquia sint.

music
unto
visual
Retro-Futurist Display Header
Music Unto Visual

Display Head Lingua Regular (ligature) 36 pt

Display Subhead Lingua Regular 20 pt

Functional Head Rubik Medium 34 pt

Functional Subhead Rubik Light 20pt

Body for Screen Roboto Medium 10/12 pt

Body for Print Robboto Light 10/12 pt

OPTION 1

Display Head The Square One Regular 62 pt

Display Subhead The Square One Regular 28 pt

Functional Head Orbitron Bold 32 pt

Readable & Functional Type Header

Functional Subhead Orbitron Regular 18 pt

Body sample text tktk. Biscias debitae nis idella nos eliquod
iassim que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut ducit, tento
quas re volorro iumqui cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos aut dolori doluptatur,
nonse id et lam raerit exceped que dolenimus.

Body for Screen Roboto Medium 10/12 pt

Body sample text tktk. Biscias
debitae nis idella nos eliquod iassim
que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut
ducit, tento quas re volorro iumqui
cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos
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aut dolori doluptatur, nonse id et lam
raerit exceped que dolenimus. Re
voluptam in eos doluptatio. Nequam
que conescimaio cus nus im. Ant
eost quunt liquaerum as el et essum
dolest ommolupti sitatquia sint.

Body for Print Robboto Light 10/12 pt

OPTION 2

music unto visual

Display Head Moncr Regular 40 pt

Retro-Futurist Display Header

Display Subhead Moncr Regular 20 pt

Music Unto Visual
Readable & Functional Type Header

Body sample text tktk. Biscias debitae nis idella nos eliquod
iassim que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut ducit, tento
quas re volorro iumqui cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos aut dolori doluptatur,
nonse id et lam raerit exceped que dolenimus.
Body sample text tktk. Biscias
debitae nis idella nos eliquod iassim
que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut
ducit, tento quas re volorro iumqui
cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos

aut dolori doluptatur, nonse id et lam
raerit exceped que dolenimus. Re
voluptam in eos doluptatio. Nequam
que conescimaio cus nus im. Ant
eost quunt liquaerum as el et essum
dolest ommolupti sitatquia sint.

musi
c
unto
vi
s
ual
Retro-Futurist Display Header
Music Unto Visual

Readable & Functional Type Header
Body sample text tktk. Biscias debitae nis idella nos eliquod
iassim que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut ducit, tento
quas re volorro iumqui cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos aut dolori doluptatur,
nonse id et lam raerit exceped que dolenimus.
Body sample text tktk. Biscias
debitae nis idella nos eliquod iassim
que rerepel endem. Tatet amet aut
ducit, tento quas re volorro iumqui
cus rem rectate exces est volente
nimagnisquam simentiatiae nos

aut dolori doluptatur, nonse id et lam
raerit exceped que dolenimus. Re
voluptam in eos doluptatio. Nequam
que conescimaio cus nus im. Ant
eost quunt liquaerum as el et essum
dolest ommolupti sitatquia sint.

Functional Head Open Sans Cond Bold 34 pt

Functional Sub Open Sans Cond Light 20 pt

Body for Screen Roboto Medium 10/12 pt

Body for Print Robboto Light 10/12 pt

OPTION 3

Display Head Beijing Redux Thick 56 pt

Display Subhead Beijing Redux Thin 34 pt

Functional Head Oswald Medium 28 pt

Functional Subhead Oswald Light 18 pt

Body for Screen Roboto Medium 10/12 pt

Body for Print Roboto Light 10/12 pt

FINAL OPTION

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Written Proposal

8.5" x 11" Microsoft Word Document.

Process Book - 2 Copies

8.5" x 11" Itoya Booklet for School Records.
8.5" x 11" Pina Zangaro Screwpost Binder for Gallery and Personal Use.

Digital Collaterals
Processing Sketch (Alpha)

Processing 3.0 File Archive, utilizing Minim and MidiBus libraries. Available via public GitHub archive.

Standalone Demo (Beta)

Standalone Application Archive. Requires no pre-installation to run. Available via private GitHub link specifically for testers.

Standalone Application (Final) - Windows 7+ and Mac OSX 10.8.5+

Standalone Application Archive. Requires no pre-installation to run. Available via public GitHub archive and Link on Website.

GitHub Archive

Public media archive containing the Processing source code and standalone applications..

4 Page Website

Personalized and manually coded website (HTML and CSS). Pages include: Landing Page, About, Media, Download.

Social Media Pages

Consistent upkeep and presentation of a Vimeo, Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram page.

Print Collaterals

Physical Materials List

Infographic Poster

1x Digital Audio Interface (OWNED)
1x 24"x36"x42" podium (supplied)
1x 24"x48"x28" table (donated)
2x White XLR Cables (OWNED)
1x 18"x25"x12" piece (donated)
2x Black 1/8" Male t 1/8" Male Audio Cable (OWNED)
1x 19"x12"x2.5" piece (donated)
1x White RCA 2-Male to 1/8" Male Cable (OWNED)
1x Denon DJ MC7000 (OWNED)
1x Alesis VI25 (OWNED)
2x Laptop / DJ Gear Riser (OWNED)
1x Cieling Mounted Projector (supplied by SCHOOL)
1x MacBook Pro (supplied by FRIEND)
1x iMac Computer (supplied by SCHOOL)
1x Computer Mouse (supplied or owned)
1x Computer Keyboard (supplied or owned)
1x iPad Tablet with stand (supplied by SCHOOL)
1x Foam Core 24" x 36" (supplied or owned)
1x Book Stand (supplied by FRIEND)
1x Non Destructive Tape
2x Blurb.com 5"x8" Tradeook (supplied via Web Order)
1x Epson Premium Presentation Matte 24" x 36" or Similar
40x 16 3/4" x 10 7/8" Epson Presentation Matte or Similar

24" x 36" Mounted on Foam Core

Handout

8 3/8" x 10 7/8" - 40 copies

Software Manual

5" x 8" Trade Book format

iPad Explainer Card
5" x 8"
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Application Start
Splash Screen
Title, Ver. No
Credits
Line-In Detected?
Yes

No
No Extenal
Audio Detected.
Defaulting to
Mic Input.
Please RESTART
if you wish to use
external audio.

Visual Player
Debug Screen

Debug
Menu

Main Functions

Reinitialize MIDI

Audio Monitoring

MIDI Display
Controller Select
Program
Mode:

Color Mode

Quit

Visualizer Select
Button

Vizualizer Menu
or use NumPad.

Button-Specific
Visual Effects

Visual Player
1 - high quality

Visual Player
2 - high quality

Visual Player
3 - high quality

Visual Player
1 - mid quality

Visual Player
2 - mid quality

Visual Player
3 - mid quality

Visual Player
1 - low quality

Visual Player
2 - low quality

Visual Player
3 - low quality

Knob

Fader

Range-Based
Visual Effects

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Initial Concepts
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Logotype Arrangement

Glyph Transformation

Logotype Transformation
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Symbol Language Expressed Through Sine Waves

Icon With Text
Solid - Standard Business Use

Icon Only

33

Waved - Dynamic Use (ex: Website)

Aternative Type Styles

Chunky

Reptile

Dynamic

Sizing Options - Logotype
Mid Size - Most Uses

Small - Watermarking

Large - Display Use (posters and large digital displays)
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lo res 1280 x 720 px
Title / Credits screen. Contains version number, MIDI panel, and Mode selection

Visualizer One
Linear, grid-based audio response
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Visualizer Two
Circular, radial-based audio response

hi res 1920 x 1080 px
Title / Credits screen. Contains version number, MIDI panel, and Mode selection

Visualizer Three
Sine wave, symmetry-based audio response

Debug Screen
Display of stereo output, tri-spectrum analysis and monitoring.

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Reception Model
Speaker Monitors

Lined In from DJ Controller

Projected Visuals

Live display projected directly on wall

Infographic Poster

24" x 36" Mounted on Foam Core

Handout

8 3/8" x 10 7/8" - approx. 40 copies

Software Manual

5" x 8" Trade Book format

iMac Display

Website Showcase

MacBook

Connected to Projector & Controllers

Denon DJ MC7000

4 Channel Digital DJ Interface

Alesis VI25

Digital MIDI Instrument

Projector

Cieling Mounted

48

"

7"
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36

"

Front View

Wooden Mini-Podium (White)
18" L x 25" W x 12" H

Comfortable Performance for DJ
Compartment for Wires, Cables,
and Sound Interface for Easy Access

White Display Table
48" L x 24" W x 28" H

Wooden Podium (White)
36" L x 24" W x 42" H

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Post-Reception Model
Speaker Monitors

Lined In from DJ Controller

Projected Visuals

Live display projected directly on wall

Infographic Poster

24" x 36" Mounted on Foam Core

iPad

Users select music for projection

iPad Explainer Card
5" x 8" Matte Print

Alesis VI25

Digital MIDI Instrument

Handout

8 3/8" x 10 7/8" - approx. 40 copies

Software Manual

5" x 8" Trade Book format

iMac Display

Website Showcase

Projector

Cieling Mounted
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Front View

Under-Table Compartment
19" L x 12" W x 2.5" H

Compartment for Sound Interface
and Cables for Hidden Access

White Display Table
48" L x 24" W x 28" H

Wooden Podium (White)
36" L x 24" W x 42" H

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Icons are used as infographics for the handout and web collateral.

DJ Controller
Design based off of Denon DJ MC7000 Professional DJ Controller. Used to showcase software compatibility with DJ controllers.

MIDI keyboard controller
Design based off of Alesis VI25 Professional MIDI Controller. Used to showcase software compatibility with universal MIDI devices.

Projector
Design based off of typical projector brands such as Epson, Optoma, and Itachi.
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Bi-Fold Handout
Back Cover

Front Cover

Dimensions:

8 3/8" x 10 7/8"
approx. 40 copies

Inside Spread

is MIDI-compliant visual software for digital disk
jockeys and live music performers. MUV’s clean, simple, and minimal interface
allows for a myriad of visual possibilities from artists and performers of all
level of talent. This software is designed to incentivize and empower new interest
and development in visual and audio mixing.

MUV functions seamlessly on any display
or projector that suppor ts 720p or greater.
There is no extensive setup required, and
no special equipment necessary t o create
incredible and responsive visuals from
any incoming sound.

To get started, visit the MUV website:
makingMUVs.com
On the Download
applications for 32-bit Windows, 64-bit Windows,
and Mac OS X.
Full Processing 3 source code is available via
the Release Notes link on the website.
Enjoy and have fun!

Users looking for more advanced effects will
enjoy MUV’s ability to respond directly to knob,
fader, and button interaction with almost any
MIDI-compliant device.

Industry standard four-deck DJ controllers
designed for the popular Serato DJ suite are
supported, and users able to custom map
other controllers are encou raged to test and
modify their hardware for MUV.

For a complete list of supported devices and current updates,
check the download page for a link to software Release Notes.

Aside from DJ hardware, almost any digital
MIDI controller with mapping controls can
be turned into a MUV machine.

A support form is available for any user who would like
to report feedback or offer input toward the project:
makingMUVs.com/support

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Poster

Dimensions:

2' x 3'
Single Poster Mounted on Wall
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User Manual
Back Cover

Front Cover

Dimensions:

5" x 8"
28 Page Trade Book

Select Spreads
Table of Contents

Interface Overview and Controls

MIDI Mapping Guide

makingMUVs.com
makingMUVs
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Website
Download Page

Scalable 4-tab Website
HTML, CSS, and minimal jQuery.
Website is responsive.
Header is animated.

Home Tab and About Tab
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Media Tab and Website Footer

Feedback Form and Release Notes

Non-Reception Install

Reception Install

Photographed myself
on a Nikon D3200.
41
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Photography by
Margaret Erlano
margaret-erlano.com
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